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Abstract
We analyze a model problem representing a multi-electronic molecule sitting on a
metal surface. Working with a reduced configuration interaction Hamiltonian, we show
that one can extract very accurate ground state wavefunctions as compared with the nu-
merical renormalization group theory (NRG) – even in the limit of weak metal-molecule
coupling strength but strong intramolecular electron-electron repulsion. Moreover, we
extract what appear to be meaningful excitation energies as well. Our findings should
lay the groundwork for future ab initio studies of charge transfer processes and bond
making/breaking processes on metal surfaces.
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I Introduction
Understanding the metal-molecule interface is essential for understanding heterogeneous
catalysis. In order to understand macroscopically why heterogeneous catalysts enhance re-
action rates and improve the production yield, we require a microscopic understanding of
chemical reactions on an atomic scale. To that end, developing robust and atomistic quan-
tum models of molecular processes that occur on metal surfaces, including electron-coupled
adsorption1 and electron-coupled vibration,2,3 is an important goal for modern theory. And
in order to achieve such a goal, at least within the standard Born-Oppenheimer framework,
the very first step is to solve the interfacial electronic structure problem. If we can calcu-
late potential energies that are accurate enough, then a host of dynamical approaches for
the nuclear problem (Marcus theory4 and beyond5–8) will be applicable and new dynamical
techniques are still being developed.9–11
Unfortunately, solving electronic structure problems is a very difficult task (in general),
even for isolated molecules in the gas phase. As is well known, Hartree-Fock (HF) calcula-
tions show large discrepancies with experimental results even for isolated molecules:12 the
H+H2 reaction barrier
13,14 , the dissociation energy for hydrogen fluoride15,16 , the ioniza-
tion potential17,18 and the electron affinity19,20 of the oxygen atom. Thus, even for small
molecules, electron-electron correlation is important and of course expensive, scaling expo-
nentially with the number of electrons. For large molecules, the situation is worse: one recent
photochemistry study revealed that a correct treatment of electron correlation is needed to
find the correct open-shell radical products (instead of closed-shell singlet products) in the
case of a bond-breaking reaction with carbenes and biradicals.21 Obviously, an accurate
treatment of electronic correlation is essential for theory to match experiments even in the
gas phase.
Now, if the state of affairs above (vis--vis electronic correlation for molecules in the gas
phase) is unfortunate, the state of affairs in condensed matter physics is even worse. In
the solid world, on-site electron-electron repulsion can result in metal-insulator transitions
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for narrow energy bands, e.g. the d-band in transition metals22 and half-filling magic-angle
graphene.23 Within a solid, the electron correlation problem can couple together electronic
states that are far apart not only in energy, but also in space, and perturbative treatments
of electron correlation will often not be helpful. In the end, the computational cost needed
to accurately solve the electronic structure problem in the condensed phase becomes simply
immense and is motivating an enormous push today within the physics community.24–28
With this background in mind, the theory of interfacial electronic structure (i.e. elec-
tronic structure for molecules on metal surfaces) lies somewhere in between the two extreme
limits above. On the one hand, the interfacial problem has all of the difficulties described
above as far as the electronic structure calculations of molecules. To accurately describe a
molecule on a metal surface, we require a sufficient treatment of static correlation (to describe
bond breaking) as well as a sufficient treatment of dynamical correlation (to describe accu-
rate, molecular orbital energies). Moreover, when describing dynamic correlation, one must
also take into account the orbital energies on the metal. On the other hand, however, the
interfacial electronic structure is easier than the condensed phase problem insofar as the fact
that one can focus most of his/her attention on the molecule. For the most part, the static
correlation problem is localized in space on the molecule (even if the dynamic correlation
problem is spread out over the molecule and the metal). To describe correlation in solids,
one typically follows fermi liquid theory and uses DFT or some other effective mean-field
theories. As a result, the interfacial problem is effectively an impurity problem, for which
there is a significant literature going back to the original Anderson model of a localized mag-
netic state in a sea of metallic electrons;29 The simplest one-site Anderson impurity model
has been studied by a variety of impurity solvers including the numerical renormalization
group (NRG),30 exact diagonalization (ED)31 and quantum monte carlo (QMC).32 More
generally, solving the embedding problem in quantum chemistry has attracted a great deal
of attention in recent years.28,33–39
For our purposes, we are interested in coupled nuclear-electronic processes that occur at
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metal-molecule interfaces, especially electron transfer processes and bond making or breaking
processes. For such processes, with two stable configurations (e.g., donor and acceptor), we
can certainly expect that static correlation effects will be essential, and one must go beyond
mean-field theories.40 Within the quantum chemistry community, this line of thinking leads
to different techniques in the literature.
1. For processes that involve the charge character of the system, constrained DFT (CDFT)41,42
is perhaps the simplest means to generate diabatic states and charge transfer excited
states. This technique works extremely well in the limit of weak coupling (e.g. O2 on
Al(111)43 and benzene on Li(100)44) but shows larger errors for strong coupling (e.g.
N2 on Ni(001)
45).
2. Beyond CDFT, there is of course a natural hierachy of increasingly expensive wave-
function techniques, including multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) meth-
ods and/or multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF). In particular, for prob-
lems with static correlation, the methods of choice today remain complete active space
(CAS)46,47 methods. According to the definition of CAS, one usually chooses valence
orbitals as the active space and the remaining inactive space refers to those orbitals
which are either always occupied or always unoccupied. Here, a CAS(N,m,S) repre-
sents N active electrons in m active orbitals with total spin quantum number S (strictly
speaking, S is equal to one-half of the number of singly occupied orbitals). The number
of configurations contained in a MCSCF wavefunction is given by the Weyl-Robinson
formula:47,48
2S + 1
m+ 1
(
m+ 1
m− N
2
− S
)(
m+ 1
N
2
− S
)
(1)
When N and m are small, CAS methods are accurate and fast. However, for larger
molecules, with finite speed and memory capabilities, one cannot afford to include
very many orbitals in the active space of a CASSCF calculation–even with advanced
bookkeeping techniques.49 Moreover, due to the exponential scaling of the number of
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Slater determinants with the number of orbitals and electrons, the practical upper limit
for CAS is about 24 electrons in 24 active orbitals.50 ( In the context of the density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm, the number of active orbitals can
go as large as 100.51) As a result, for accurate energies, within the molecular com-
munity, one tries (if possible) to include dynamical correlation either by calculating
a second-order perturbation correction (MR-PT, e.g. CASPT252), solving a config-
uration interaction (CI) problem with MCSCF wavefunctions as the reference states
(e.g. CAS(2,2)CISD53), or even solving for a multi-reference couple-cluster solution
(MR-CC, e.g. ACPF54).
3. Lastly, historically, there have also been attempts to merge DFT with CI to recover
the multiconfigurational character for molecules.55
Of the methods listed above, only CDFT has been applied to realistic metal surface,
and with varying degrees of success.41–44 For the truly multiconfigurational approaches, the
computational cost is enormous and these techniques are not readily used to study interfacial
electronic structure (though see recent work of Levine et al for an interesting CAS calculation
of dangling bonds on a silicon cluster).56
At this point, it should be clear to the reader that strong approximations will be nec-
essary in order to practically and robustly solve for the electronic structure of a molecule
reacting on a metal surface, while capturing enough correlation energy for even qualitative
(and ideally quantitative) accuracy. In order to achieve such a goal, in this paper, we will fol-
low a three-pronged approach. First, we will run a standard SCF/DFT calculation to allow
for electrons to be delocalized; second, we will use a projection technique, which is similar to
the framework of Chan’s density matrix embedding theory (DMET),33 to generate molecular
orbitals corresponding to a molecule on a metal surface; third, we will generate and diag-
onalize a configuration interaction Hamiltonian that will allow for multi-reference behavior
while also yielding information about excited states. For the present paper, we will restrict
ourselves to a two-site impurity with electron repulsion (representing a molecule) coupled to
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a set of non-interacting fermions (representing a metal bath)–but in the future, we intend to
apply the present approach to ab initio (rather than model) calculations. For now, though,
in order to make sure that we recover accurate results for a model problem, we will compare
all of our configuration interaction data against (exact) the numerical renormalization group
theory (NRG),30 which is expensive but possible for a small model Hamiltonian. In the end,
our hope is that the present methodology (or some variants) should allow us to model accu-
rately the dynamics of molecular charge transfer, bond-making or bond-breaking processes
on a metal surface.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the two-site Anderson
impurity Hamiltonian, which will serve as our model Hamiltonian (representing a many-
electron molecule sitting on a metal surface). We further introduce the necessary projection
operators that are needed for constructing (effectively) an embedded set of orbitals on the
impurity that interact with a metal surface. In Sec. II(E), using the molecular orbitals just
defined, we introduce a host of configuration interaction methods for approximating the total
Hamiltonian (molecule plus metal). In Sec. III, we present results, demonstrating that for
many parameter regimes, one can invoke (with accuracy) a CI technique we label CI(N-1, N-
1), which includes N-1 singly excited configurations plus N-1 doubly excited configurations
in total. In Sec. IV, we further analyze our data and, in particular, we investigate the
regime whereby one appears to break a molecular bond on the metal surface. For this
parameter regime, we find that achieving accuracy requires at least two more doubly excited
configurations (leading to a CI(N-1, N+1) ansatz), whose meaning we discuss in detail. In
Sec. V, we summarize our findings and give an outlook for prospective future applications
with realistic ab initio systems.
A word about notation is now appropriate and essential. Henceforward, we will refer to
“impurities” when discussing a molecule (sitting on a metal surface) and we will refer to a
“bath” when discussing the metal. The term “universe” will denote the impurity plus the
metal. When performing electronic structure calculations, many different sets of orbitals
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can and will be constructed. In what follows below, we will represent the underlying atomic
orbital basis for our calculation as {χν}, where ν runs over all sites in the universe. We will
represent the canonical Kohn-Sham or HF orbitals (which are delocalized over both the im-
purity and the metal bath) as
{
ψ˜i
}
. Greek indices (µ, ν) strictly index atomic sites, whereas
roman indices index delocalized orbitals. As usual, i, j, k index occupied delocalized orbitals,
whereas a, b, c index virtual delocalized orbitals. The calculation below will rely on the con-
struction of impurity-projected occupied orbitals (IPOOs) and impurity-projected virtual
orbitals (IPVOs), which are referenced (respectively) as |φoccν 〉 and and |φvirtν 〉. Finally, the
most important set of orbitals constructed below will be those orbitals that span the occupied
canonical space, but have been separated into impurity and bath components; these orbitals
will be labeled {|ψ1〉 , |ψ2〉 , . . . , |ψh−1〉 , |ψh〉}. Similarly orbitals will also be constructed for
the virtual space: {|ψl〉 , |ψl+1〉 , . . . , |ψN〉}.57 Lastly, throughout this manuscript, we will at-
tempt to avoid using the common phrase “molecular orbitals”, which could easily refer to
several of the orbital sets listed above.
II Theory
A Two-Site Anderson Impurity Model
For the present manuscript, our model Hamiltonian of choice will be the two-site Anderson
impurity model. Within a second quantized representation, the Hamiltonian for the universe
can be written as:
Hˆ = d
∑
σ
d†1σd1σ + (d + ∆d)
∑
σ
d†2σd2σ + td
∑
σ
(d†1σd2σ + d
†
2σd1σ)
+U(d†1↑d1↑d
†
1↓d1↓ + d
†
2↑d2↑d
†
2↓d2↓) +
∑
kσ
kσc
†
kσckσ +
∑
kσ
V (d†1σckσ + c
†
kσd1σ)
(2)
The universe’s Hamiltonian can be separated into two parts: the one-electron core Hamil-
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tonian and the two-electron term:
Hˆ ≡ Hˆcore + Πˆ (3)
where,
Hˆcore = d
∑
σ
d†1σd1σ + (d + ∆d)
∑
σ
d†2σd2σ + td
∑
σ
(d†1σd2σ + d
†
2σd1σ)
+
∑
kσ
kσc
†
kσckσ +
∑
kσ
V (d†1σckσ + c
†
kσd1σ)
(4)
Πˆ = U(d†1↑d1↑d
†
1↓d1↓ + d
†
2↑d2↑d
†
2↓d2↓) (5)
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Figure 1: A schematic figure for the two-site
Anderson impurity Hamiltonian.
This Hamiltonian can be visualized as in
Fig. 1. The creation and annihilation op-
erators {dˆ†, dˆ} refer to impurity atomic or-
bitals (which should represent a molecule on
a surface), the operators {cˆ†, cˆ} refer to bath
(metal surface) atomic orbitals, and σ refers
to an electron spin. d and d + ∆d are ion-
ization energies for the impurity site 1 and
the site 2. td is the hopping parameter between the site 1 and the site 2, U represents the on-
site coulomb repulsion for the impurity. k represents the energy of the free-electron metallic
orbital with momentum k, while V represents the hybridization between the impurity site 1
and the metal bath.58
For the present manuscript, in order to compare our results with (exact) the numerical
renormalization group theory (NRG) results, we will make the wide band approximation,
whereby we assume that the hybridization width Γ() = 2pi
∑
k |V |2δ(− k) is independent
of energy, i.e. Γ() = Γ. For all calculations below, we set Γ = 0.01 and U = 10Γ = 0.1. The
band width for the bath is set to 0.8 hartrees, ranging from -0.4 to 0.4. 800 bath states are
evenly distributed inside this energy window so that the energy spacing for the bath states
is ∆E = 0.001 (i.e. the density of the bath states is ρ() = 1000). Extending the present
method to go beyond the wide-band approximation is straightforward (and has already been
implemented on our end).
B Choosing an Orbital Active Space for the Molecular Impurity
In order to build up a configuration interaction Hamiltonian for a molecular impurity on a
metal surface, we will require a set of impurity orbitals that we can associate as belonging to
the impurity. Although many projection schemes have been developed over the past several
years,33,59 we will choose an approach similar to the projected wannier functions algorithm.60
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We begin by performing a standard mean-field theory (MFT) calculation. The resulting
MFT eigenstates {ψ˜p} are delocalized wavefunctions and come in two flavors: occupied and
virtual. The projection operators for each subspace are Pˆocc and Pˆvir:
Pˆocc =
∑
i∈occ
∣∣∣ψ˜i〉〈ψ˜i∣∣∣ (6)
Pˆvirt = Iˆ − Pˆocc =
∑
a∈virt
∣∣∣ψ˜a〉〈ψ˜a∣∣∣ (7)
Next, we project the impurity atomic orbitals {|χν〉imp}ν=1,2 into the occupied and virtual
subspaces as follows:
|χν〉imp = Pˆocc |χν〉imp︸ ︷︷ ︸
|φ˜occν 〉
+ Pˆvirt |χν〉imp︸ ︷︷ ︸
|φ˜virtν 〉
(8)
Here, the projected functions are:
∣∣∣φ˜occν 〉 = ∑
i∈occ
∣∣∣ψ˜i〉〈ψ˜i∣∣∣χν〉imp∣∣∣φ˜virtν 〉 = ∑
a∈virt
∣∣∣ψ˜a〉〈ψ˜a∣∣∣χν〉imp
Note that, if we had a more complicated Hamiltonian representing a larger molecular system,
we would have more than two atomic sites – and yet the present formalism can be extended
in an obvious fashion.
Lastly, the projected orbitals {
∣∣∣φ˜occν 〉}ν=1,2 and {φ˜virtν }ν=1,2 are orthogonal in the sense
that all occupied and virtual basis functions satisfy:〈φ˜occµ | φ˜virtν 〉 = 0. However, these func-
tions are not orthogonal in the sense that:〈φ˜occµ | φ˜occν 〉 6= δµν and 〈φ˜virtµ | φ˜virtν 〉 6= δµν .
Nevertheless, one can easily recover an orthonormal basis by performing a Lwdin orthogo-
nalization,49 yielding {|φoccν 〉}ν=1,2 and {φvirtν }ν=1,2.
The steps above can be summarized mathematically (in the precise language of Ref.60)
as follows:
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1. Compute a matrix of inner products (Aocc)iν =
〈
ψ˜i
∣∣∣χν〉imp. Then the projection can
be written as: ∣∣∣φ˜occν 〉 = ∑
i∈occ
∣∣∣ψ˜i〉 (Aocc)iν (9)
2. Compute the overlap matrix (Socc)µν = (A
†
occAocc)µν
3. Construct the Lwdin-orthogonalized impurity-projected occupied orbitals (IPOOs):
|φoccν 〉 =
∑
µ
∣∣∣φ˜occµ 〉 (S−1/2occ )µν = ∑
i∈occ
∣∣∣ψ˜i〉 (AoccS−1/2occ )iν (10)
Note that the quantity AoccS
−1/2
occ in Eq. 10 is a unitary transformation. After all,
according to a singular value decomposition,
(Aocc)kν =
2∑
p=1
UkpλpV
†
pν
(Socc)µν = (A
†
occAocc)µν =
2∑
p=1
Vµpλ
2
pV
†
pν
→ AoccS−1/2occ = UV †
C Constructing Frontier Orbitals by Minimization of the Energy
of a Double Excitation
The IPOOs {φoccν }ν=1,2 and IPVOs {φvirtν }ν=1,2 form an active subspace of orbitals for the
impurity within the context of the two-site Hamiltonian considered here. More generally,
one would like to work with impurities (or really molecules) with many, many electrons. And
so, in order to make progress with any form of electron-electron correlation, we will need to
construct HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the impurity. To that end, we will roughly follow
the approach in Ref.61 This approach can be made very clear (and explicit) using the current
simple model, with only two sites.
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We begin by rotating the projected orbitals:
(
|ψh−1〉 |ψh〉
)
=
(
|φocc1 〉 |φocc2 〉
)−sin(θ1) cos(θ1)
cos(θ1) sin(θ1)

(
|ψl〉 |ψl+1〉
)
=
(
|φvirt1 〉 |φvirt2 〉
)cos(θ2) −sin(θ2)
sin(θ2) cos(θ2)

The premise of Ref.61 is to pick the angles θ1 and θ2 above (and hence optimized orbitals
{|ψh−1〉 , |ψh〉} and {|ψl〉 , |ψl+1〉}) by minimizing the energy for the doubly excited config-
uration:
∣∣∣Ψll¯hh¯〉. Explicitly, the energy for this doubly excited configuration is (assuming a
closed-shell restricted set of orbitals):
Edouble = 2tr
(
HˆcorePˆocc
)
− 2(ψh|Hˆcore|ψh) + 2(ψl|Hˆcore|ψl)
+ U
[
(〈nˆ1〉 − 〈ψh| nˆ1 |ψh〉+ 〈ψl| nˆ1 |ψl〉)2 + (〈nˆ2〉 − 〈ψh| nˆ2 |ψh〉+ 〈ψl| nˆ2 |ψl〉)2
]
= EHF − 2Fhh + 2Fll
+ U(〈ψh| nˆ1 |ψh〉 − 〈ψl| nˆ1 |ψl〉)2 + U(〈ψh| nˆ2 |ψh〉 − 〈ψl| nˆ2 |ψl〉)2
(11)
Here, EHF is the Hartree-Fock ground state energy
EHF = 2tr
(
HˆcorePˆocc
)
+ U
(〈nˆ1〉2 + 〈nˆ2〉2) , (12)
Hˆcore is the one-electron term in Eq. 4 and Fˆ is the fock operator as constructed by a
standard HF calculation:
Fˆ = Hˆcore + U (nˆ1〈nˆ1〉+ nˆ2〈nˆ2〉) (13)
Lastly, Fhh ≡
〈
ψh
∣∣∣Fˆ ∣∣∣ψh〉 and Fll ≡ 〈ψl∣∣∣Fˆ ∣∣∣ψl〉.
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D Putting It All Together: A Complete Basis That Extrapolates
The Optimized Orbitals
Having constructed {|ψh−1〉 , |ψh〉}, we can extend this two dimensional set of vectors to
include Nocc − 2 more functions so as to form a complete basis for the occupied space. To
do this in the most numerically stable fashion, we construct {ψi}i=1,...,Nocc−2 (which label
the bath) according to a standard canonical orthogonalization procedure.49 Namely, we first
calculate the projector onto the reduced occupied space:
S = Pˆocc − |ψh−1〉 〈ψh−1| − |ψh〉 〈ψh| (14)
Next, we express S in the basis of atomic orbitals (N ×N) and then diagonalize it:
s = V ′SV (15)
If everything above is completely stable numerically, we should find that S has Nvir + 2
zero eigenvalues. And even if numerical instabilities arise, we can always just sort the
resulting eigenvalues in descending order. In the end, we can generate a coefficient matrix
X˜:
X˜ =

V1,1/s
1/2
1 V1,2/s
1/2
2 . . . V1,No−2/s
1/2
No−2
V2,1/s
1/2
1 V2,2/s
1/2
2 . . . V2,No−2/s
1/2
No−2
...
...
. . .
...
VN,1/s
1/2
1 VN,2/s
1/2
2 . . . VN,No−2/s
1/2
No−2

(16)
that gives us a prescription for the complete occupied space:
|ψi〉 =
∑
ν
X˜νiχν , i = 1, 2, ..., No − 2 (17)
Note that the
√
si factors in the denominators on the right hand side of Eq. 16 are included
only to normalize the {|ψi〉} functions.
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In the end, the take-away message from this entire section is that we have constructed a
complete set of occupied orbitals (|ψ1〉 , |ψ2〉 , ..., |ψh−1〉 , |ψh〉) whereby |ψh−1〉 and |ψh〉 can
be associated with the impurity, and all other orbitals are associated with the bath. Of
course, the same procedure can be done for the virtual space (where now we work with |ψl〉
and |ψl+1〉 instead of |ψh−1〉 and |ψh〉). Henceforward, in the spirit of DMET,33 we will call
these two sets of orbitals {ψh−1, ψh} and {ψl, ψl+1} occupied entangled orbitals(OEOs) and
virtual entangled orbitals(VEOs), respectively. We will refer to the remaining two sets of
orbitals {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψh−2} and {ψl+2, ...ψN} as occupied bath orbitals (OBOs)) and virtual
bath orbitals (VBOs), respectively.
E Selecting a Configuration Interaction Basis
The goal of this paper is to establish and compare a set of different configuration interaction
methods for capturing the electronic structure of an impurity on a metal surface. To that
end, in Table 1, we list six possible CI Hamiltonians that will appear natural to the seasoned
quantum chemist/physicist. Our notation is as follows:
• CAS(2,2) [Complete Active Space(2,2)] represents all configurations with 2 electrons
on 2 orbitals {ψh, ψl}.
• CI(X,Y) represents a selective configuration interaction Hamiltonian with only single
and double excitations: X is the number of singly excited configuration and Y is the
number of doubly excited configuration.
Now, obviously, the notation CI(X,Y) is not unique: which X single and which Y double
excitations should we include? Thus, in Table 1, in the middle column, we list explicitly the
configurations. For example, CI(Nov,1) includes No× Nv singly excited configurations and
one doubly excited configuration (which we called “CIS-1D” in Ref.61). To better understand
this table, note the following nomenclature conventions we have used:
1. {
∣∣∣ΦHF〉} denotes the Hartree-Fock ground state.
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2. The subscript i indexes all occupied orbitals, including occupied entangled orbitals
{ψh−1, ψh} and occupied bath orbitals.
3. The subscript a includes the virtual entangled orbital {ψl+1} and all virtual bath
orbitals, but excludes the virtual entangled orbital {ψl} (in order to avoid double
counting (
∣∣Sa=lh 〉 = ∣∣Sli=h〉).
4. The subscript b in CI(Nov,1) denotes all unoccupied orbitals, associate or not associated
with the impurity.
5. Every configuration is a singlet spin-adapted configuration:
∣∣Slh〉 = 1√2 (∣∣Φlh〉+ ∣∣∣Φlh〉)
and 1
∣∣∣Φllih〉 = 1√2 (∣∣∣Φllih〉+ ∣∣∣Φllih〉). For the case i = h, we set 1∣∣∣Φllih〉 = ∣∣∣Φllhh〉.
𝜓ℎ−1
𝜓ℎ
𝜓𝑙
𝜓𝑙+1
Virtual bath orbitals
Occupied bath orbitals
Impurity related orbitals
Figure 2: A schematic figure of the relevant or-
bitals62
On the right hand side of Table 1, we list
the total number of configurations for each
approach. Here, N denotes the total num-
ber of orbitals, including No number of oc-
cupied orbitals and Nv number of virtual or-
bitals. As should be clear from the descrip-
tion above, we have constructed 2 occupied
orbitals associated with the impurity, No-2
occupied orbitals associated with the bath,
2 virtual orbitals associated with the impurity, and Nv-2 virtual orbitals associated with the
bath; see Fig. 2.
Overall, the basic ansatz of the present paper is that, if we include enough configurations
of relevance to the impurity, we should be able to recover reasonably accurate electronic
structure.
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Table 1: Selective CI Calculations
Methods* Configurations** Number of Configurations (N=803)
CAS(2,2)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Slh〉, ∣∣∣Φllhh〉 3
CI(N-1,1)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Sli〉, ∣∣∣Sah〉, ∣∣∣Φllhh〉 N+1 (804)
CI(1,N-1)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Slh〉, 1∣∣∣Φllih〉, 1∣∣∣Φalhh〉 N+1 (804)
CI(N-1,N-1)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Sli〉, ∣∣∣Sah〉, 1∣∣∣Φllih〉, 1∣∣∣Φalhh〉 2N-1 (1605)
CI(N-1,N+1)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Sli〉, ∣∣∣Sah〉, 1∣∣∣Φllih〉1∣∣∣Φalhh〉∣∣∣Φll
h−1h−1
〉
,
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
hh
〉 2N+1 (1607)
CI(Nov,1)
∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Sbi〉, ∣∣∣Φllhh〉 NoNv+2 (161202)
* CI(X,Y) represents X number of singly excited configurations and Y number of doubly excited
configurations, N is the total number of orbitals, including No number of occupied orbitals and Nv
number of virtual orbitals
** Singlet spin-adapted configuration:
∣∣Sbi 〉 = 1√2 (∣∣Φbi〉+ ∣∣∣Φbi〉). When i 6= h, we set 1∣∣∣Φllih〉 =
1√
2
(∣∣∣Φll
ih
〉
+
∣∣∣Φll
ih
〉)
. When i = h, we set 1
∣∣∣Φllih〉 = ∣∣∣Φllhh〉.
III Results63
A Impurity Population n1(d) and n2(d)
We begin by analyzing population results for the impurity, 〈n1↑〉 ≡ 〈Ψ0|dˆ†1↑dˆ1↑|Ψ0〉, according
to the different selective CI methods in Table 1. As a test of each method, we set ∆d = 0,
and in Fig. 3, we report 〈n1↑〉 as a function of d, the energy of the d1 and d2 impurities.
Since both impurities are given the same energy, we find that their populations are almost
identical (not shown). As a practical matter, in Fig 3, we find three different plateau regimes:
• In the range d < −0.3, n(d) = 4, there are four electrons in total on the impurities
and d1↑, d1↓, d2↑, d2↓ are all occupied.
• In the range −0.3 < d < −0.26, n(d) = 3, there are three electrons in total on the
impurities.
• In the range −0.26 < d < 0.15 (not shown completely), n(d) = 2, there are two
electrons in total on the impurities.
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Figure 3: Impurity population results from different choices of configurations for td = 0.2 and
∆d = 0. (a) We include more singly excited configurations and (b) We include more doubly excited
configurations. Note that adding more doubly excited configurations is more effective at recovering
the plateau around d = −0.29 and d = −0.26 than is adding more singly excited configurations.
Although Fig. 3 is limited to the region d < −0.24, two more plateaus can be identified
(not shown):
• In the range 0.15 < d < 0.19, n(d) = 1, there is one electron in total on the impurities.
• In the range d > 0.19, n(d) = 0, there is no electron on the impurities.
Altogether, by changing d, we can isolate four different electron transfer (ET) processes.
The first ET process happens around d = −0.3 and the second ET process happens around
d = −0.26.
Now, when analyzing Fig. 3a, the first thing one notices is that MFT (incorrectly) does
not predict a plateau over the regime −0.29 < d < −0.26, where n(d) ≈ 3. Given that
failure, in Fig. 3a, we consider the effect of adding in more singly excited configurations,
analyzing (in order) CAS(2,2), CI(N-1,1) and CI(Nov,1). These three methods differ in
terms of the number of singly excited configurations, but they all include exactly one doubly
excited configuration
∣∣∣Φll
hh
〉
. We find that, compared to the MFT results, CAS(2,2) gives a
huge correction but adding more singly excited configurations does not yield results that are
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significantly closer to the exact NRG results.
Next, in Fig. 3b, we consider the effect of adding in more doubly excited configurations,
analyzing (in order) { CAS(2,2), CI(N-1,1) } versus { CI(1,N-1), CI(N-1,N-1)}. The former
set includes only one doubly excited configuration {
∣∣∣Φll
hh
〉
} whereas the latter set includes
N-1 doubly excited configurations of the form {1
∣∣∣Φllih〉, 1∣∣∣Φalhh〉}. Within each of these sets, we
include a different number of singly excited configurations, either just {∣∣Slh〉} or {∣∣Sli〉 , |Sah〉}.
Among all of these different selective CI methods, only CI(N-1,N-1) nearly matches the NRG
results, and luckily with a relatively small number of configurations.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4: Electron population on the impurity site 1 for td = 0.2 and ∆d = 0. (a) The range is
−0.31 < d < −0.24, where the total number of electrons on impurities n(d) satisfies: 4 ≥ n(d) ≥
2; (b,c) Zoom in of the two UHF discontinuity regions. We plot MFT (mean-field), UHF up/down
(unrestricted Hartree-Fock for spin up/down electron), UHF average (averaged results of UHF up
and down), CI(N-1,N-1) and NRG (the numerical renormalization group theory). NRG results are
effectively exact. Note that MFT is smooth but inaccurate, whereas UHF is accurate in the plateau
region but discontinuous around d = −0.3 and d = −0.25.
At this point, having analyzed quite a few restricted CI approaches, in Fig. 4, we compare
the most promising restricted CI method [CI(N-1,N-1)] against the simplest unrestricted
method, unrestricted Hartree Fock (UHF). For UHF, one breaks symmetry such that 〈n1↑〉 6=
18
〈n1↓〉. For this reason, in order to compare UHF results vs. NRG results, we will need to
average the two solutions:
n¯1 =
〈n1↑〉+ 〈n1↓〉
2
(18)
From Fig. 4, one can clearly see that the UHF average in Eq. 18 reproduces the plateau
region where n(d) = 3 very well. Nevertheless, as the inserts Figs. 4(b,c) show clearly,
the UHF ansatz introduces an artificial discontinuity at the edge points of the plateau re-
gion (d ≈ −0.3 or d ≈ −0.25) where there is a Coulson-Fisher point64 and the solution
switches between restricted and unrestricted wavefunctions (and electron transfer occurs).
At these points, ∂n(d)
∂d
is clearly discontinuous. For this reason, given our long term interest
in dynamics, below we will not focus too much on UHF solutions (though see also Sec. IV.
1).
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Figure 5: CI(N-1,N-1) (solid line) and CI(Nov,1) (dashed line) results for the lowest three state
energies (eigenvalues) for td = 0.2 and ∆d = 0. Within the range −0.31 < d < −0.24, the total
number of electrons on the impurities is between 4 and 2 (2 ≤ n(d) ≤ 4). (a) Total energy E
versus d. (b) E − 4d versus d; we plot this quantity in order to compare CI(N-1,N-1) results
versus CI(Nov,1) results more clearly near the crossing point. Note that in Fig. 5b, CI(N-1,N-1)
finds the lower ground state and excited states energies when −0.3 < d < −0.26.
Beyond impurity populations, if one wants to either calculate thermodynamic quantities
or simulate dynamical trajectories, the most important quantity of interest is the total energy
of the universe (molecule + metal). To best understand the merits of the CI approaches
described above, in Fig. 5, we plot the first three state energies (or Hamiltonian eigenvalues)
as calculated by65
• CI(N-1,N-1), the method which performed best above at recovering impurity popula-
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tions.
• CI(Nov,1), the CI method with the largest number of configurations; see Table 1
In Fig. 5b, we find that in the energy regime −0.3 < d < −0.26, where n(d) = 3,
including doubly excited configurations is crucial as far as minimizing the ground state
energy. And including doubly excited configurations is more important than including singly
excited configurations, which seemingly agrees with the Brillouin’s theorem (〈ΦHF|Sai 〉 = 0).
This finding helps explain why the CI(N-1,N-1) method performed so well at recovering
〈n1↑〉 = 〈Ψ0|d†1↑d1↑|Ψ0〉 in Fig 4. However, note that (in fairness), Fig. 5b also makes clear
that, when calculating excited states (especially in the n(d) = 4 and n(d) = 2 regions),
CI(Nov,1) finds significantly lower variational energies.
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Finally, having convinced ourselves of the importance of adding in doubly excited config-
urations, it is instructive to compare the energies of the final CI(N-1,N-1) eigenvalues with
the set of essential CAS(2,2) configurations,
{∣∣∣ΦHF〉, ∣∣∣Slh〉, ∣∣∣Φllhh〉}; such a comparison will
hopefully yield simple insight as to if/when a sophisticated CI approach is needed. In Fig.
6(a), we plot the energies of these essential configurations, as well as the three lowest energies
found after the CI(N-1,N-1) diagonalization. We find that, when the energy of the doubly
excited configuration
∣∣∣Φll
hh
〉
approaches the energy of the HF state
∣∣∣ΦHF〉 (and nearly crosses
the energy of the singly excited configuration
∣∣∣Slh〉), there is a huge correction to the ground
state energy. This avoided crossing occurs in the regime d ≈ −0.28, n(d) ≈ 3; see Fig.
6(b).
As a side note, the reviewer can also discern from Fig. 6 that, even for a modest CI
calculation (e.g. CI(N-1,N-1)), the predicted first excited state energy, E1 CI(N-1,N-1), is
far away from the energy of the HOMO-LUMO transition, Elh. Thus, as mentioned above,
one must be careful in how one assesses the value of excited state calculations for a large CI
calculation with a continuum of states; in this instance, excited states need to be understood
as part of a dense set of states and the accuracy of these states can only be determined
dynamically.
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Figure 6: (a) The three lowest raw configuration energies (solid line) are labeled as EHF, E
l
h and
Ell
hh
, corresponding to the energies of the Hartree-Fock ground state configuration, the HOMO-
to-LUMO singly excited configuration and the HOMO-to-LUMO doubly excited configuration,
respectively. The three lowest CI(N-1,N-1) eigenvalues (dashed line) are labeled as E0, E1 and
E2. (b) The relationship between the ground state energy correction (blue dash-dotted line) and
the energy differences between configurations (red and green solid line). Fig. 6b demonstrates
that the absolute value of the ground state energy correction is maximum when the energy of the
HOMO-to-LUMO doubly excited configuration is closest both to the energy of the HF ground
state configuration and to the energy of the the HOMO-to-LUMO singly excited configuration.
Note that, with parameter settings td = 0.2 and ∆d = 0, the maximum CI(N-1,N-1) correction to
the ground state can be as large as 0.005 hartrees.
IV Discussion
A Electron Transfer from an Open Shell Impurity Singlet to the
Metal
The results presented above should convince the reader that, at least for a model Hamilto-
nian with two impurity sites, one can recover reasonable results using basic configuration
interaction theory. Now, one might be tempted to think that having two impurity sites is not
so different from having one (dressed) impurity site.67 Unfortunately, the latter statement is
incorrect. After all, in a certain parameter regime, one should find dynamics characterized
by the Fig. 7:
In other words, one can imagine electron transfer from an open shell singlet residing on
the impurity (with two sites!) to the metal. Such rich physics cannot be captured by a one-
site impurity model. And yet, capturing such physics would clearly be essential for modeling
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Figure 7: A schematic figure for an open-shell impurity singlet electron transfer. Note that when
td is small, the electronic state of the impurity tends to have more of an open-shell character.
how a chemical bond breaks on a metal surface.
1 Vary td (keeping ∆d = 0)
To better understand the nature of electron transfer from an open shell singlet on an impurity
into a metal substrate, we have rerun all the calculations presented above with different
parameters for td. After all, when td is large, we can expect large hybridization of the
impurity orbitals (and therefore, if the number of electrons is even, the impurity should
prefer to be in a closed shell singlet). However, if td is small and the number of electrons is
even, we can expect the impurity will prefer an open shell singlet configuration (as in Fig.
7). This is the same as a Mott transition.68
In Fig. 8b, we benchmark CI(N-1,N-1) for several different values of td, ranging from
td = 0.2 to td = 0.02. For large values of td (td > 0.1), we find that indeed, CI(N-1,N-
1) results do match the exact NRG results. However, for small values of td (td < 0.1),
CI(N-1,N-1) fails. In Fig. 8b, we find an anomalously large (and incorrect) plateau when
td = 0.02.
In order to address this failure, one can argue that it is appropriate to include one more
doubly excited configuration. The reason is as follows. Consider the case when 〈n〉/2 =
〈n1〉 = 〈n2〉 = 1.5 (〈n2〉 not shown in the figure) in Fig. 8b. For this value of d, if we
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8: CI(N-1,N+1) (blue solid line in (a)), CI(N-1,N-1) (red solid line in (b)) and NRG (black
solid line) results for impurity population as a function of impurity energy d for different td with
∆d = 0. The hopping strength between two impurity sites td ranges from 0.02 to 0.2. Note that
CI(N-1,N-1) fails for small td while CI(N-1,N+1) results match the NRG results for all values of td.
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diagonalize the mean-field impurity Hamiltonian Hˆimp,
Hˆimp =
d + U〈n2〉 td
td d + U〈n1〉
 (19)
we recover two orbital energies (two eigenvalues):
h−1 = d + U〈n〉/2− td
h = d + U〈n〉/2 + td
(20)
Thereafter we must place 3 electrons into these two orbitals since 〈n〉 = 3. Now, because of
electron-electron repulsion, one can expect that a lower energy ground state can be found
by unrestricting the calculation, leading to a new set of energies for which the alpha orbitals
are shifted in energy from the beta orbitals (by an amount that we call Ueff). In such a case,
the HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals will be different for alpha and beta spin (without loss of
generality, we assume i < i):
h−1 = d + U〈n〉/2− td
h−1 = d + U〈n〉/2− td + Ueff
h = d + U〈n〉/2 + td
h = d + U〈n〉/2 + td + Ueff
(21)
Now if td is large in the sense that 2td > Ueff (for our results, td = 0.2, U = 0.1, so we assume
Ueff is smaller than 0.1), the energy ordering of the orbitals is standard: h−1 < h−1 < h <
h. However, if td is small in the sense that 2td < Ueff (e.g. td = 0.02), the energy ordering
of the orbitals inverts: h−1 < h < h−1 < h. Thus, in the small td limit, if we consider the
case when two electrons are excited from occupied orbitals to virtual orbitals, the doubly
excited configurations
∣∣∣Φll
h−1h−1
〉
as well as
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
hh
〉
should play an important role in a CI
calculation. For this reason, we have included one more CI method in Table 1, namely CI(N-
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1,N+1), for which we include two extra configurations,
∣∣∣Φll
h−1h−1
〉
and
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
hh
〉
. In Fig. 8a,
we demonstrate that CI(N-1,N+1) does recover the correct populations quantitatively.
Now, the argument above may appear cyclical and flawed. After all, the interpretation
above was entirely predicated on the idea that, for small td, one would find an open shell
singlet on the impurity – and yet we never actually proved as much. To verify that, indeed,
an open shell singlet appears, in Figs. 9 and 10, we analyze (in detail) the electronic structure
of the impurity sites across the whole d range for the different td values, one large (td = 0.2)
and one small (td = 0.02). In Figs. 9 and 10, we plot single occupancy results (a-b) (〈n1↑〉
and 〈n2↑〉), double occupancy results (c-d) and the correlation between single and double
occupancy (e-f). We plot results for CI(N-1, N-1), CI(N-1, N+1) and UHF (and all relative
to exact NRG calculations).
For td = 0.2, in Fig. 9, we find that, as far at the total number of electrons present (in
Figs. 9(a-d)), the CI(N-1,N-1) and CI(N-1,N+1) results are nearly identical, and they nearly
agree with the exact NRG results (as does UHF). Now if one looks closely in the regions
d ∈ [−0.25,−0.24] and d ∈ [0.14, 0.15], there are small differences. Indeed, in these two d
regions, where the total number of electrons in the molecule is changing from 3 to 2 and from
2 to 1, respectively, the plot of correlation (in Figs. 9(e-f)) makes clear that CI(N-1,N+1)
and CI(N-1,N-1) are not identical; and over the entire region where n(d) = 2, i.e. d ∈
[−0.24, 0.14], CI(N-1,N+1) agrees with NRG (whereas CI(N-1,N-1) does not). Nevertheless,
one should note that the scale on Figs. 9(e-f) is not very large (as compared with Figs.
10(e-f)). One should also note that, in this figure, the correlation between single and double
occupancy is not maximized in the central n(d) = 2 region (where d ∈ [−0.24, 0.14]), but
rather in the outer n(d) = 3 (d = −0.28) and n(d) = 1 (d = 0.18) regions. Altogether,
this data suggests that electron correlation exists (but is not very strong) for td = 0.2, which
explains why CI(N-1,N-1) performs so well in Figs. 9(a-d).
Next, let us turn to Fig. 10, where we plot results for the case td = 0.02. Here, we
immediately see enormous differences between CI(N-1,N-1) and the exact NRG results both
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in terms of the single and double occupancy results. At certain values of d, UHF can nearly
match the NRG results, but not always, especially in the regions of electron transfer (where
clear discontinuities arise at each step of the curve). By contrast to the other methods, the
CI(N-1,N+1) results match the NRG results quite well at almost all points. One can draw
the same conclusions from Figs. 10(e-f) with regards to electron correlation. Finally, note
that, in contrast to the case td = 0.2, here we find the strongest correlation effects within
the middle range for d (d ≈ −0.05, n(d) ≈ 2), confirming our premise that an open shell
singlet is prominent for the case of small td. Note also that the correlation strength is about
three times as big for the td = 0.02 case as for the td = 0.2 case. Overall, the conclusions
from this data are that, if we include just two extra doubly excited configurations, we can
really recover the lion’s share of electron correlation for a two-site impurity model on a metal
surface.
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Total number of electrons:    
4           3                    2                   1         0                       4           3                    2    1           0
CI(N-1, N-1)
CI(N-1, N+1)
NRG
UHF
Figure 9: Single occupancy, double occupancy and occupancy correlation on each impurity site
for td = 0.2 and ∆d = 0. (a) Single occupancy on the impurity site 1; (b) Single occupancy on
the impurity site 2; (c) Double occupancy on the impurity site 1; (d) Double occupancy on the
impurity site 2; (e) Correlation on the impurity site 1 (〈n1↑n1↓〉 − 〈n1↑〉〈n1↓〉); (f) Correlation on
the impurity site 2 (〈n2↑n2↓〉− 〈n2↑〉〈n2↓〉). Note that CI(N-1,N-1) performs well as compared with
NRG. However, also note that there is not very much electron-electron correlation in Figs. 9(e-f)
(the maximum is only 0.06).
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Total number of electrons:    
4         3                    2                  1          0                           4         3                    2    1        0
CI(N-1, N-1)
CI(N-1, N+1)
NRG
UHF
Figure 10: Single occupancy, double occupancy and occupancy correlation on each impurity site
for td = 0.02 and ∆d = 0. (a) Single occupancy on the impurity site 1; (b) Single occupancy on
the impurity site 2; (c) Double occupancy on the impurity site 1; (d) Double occupancy on the
impurity site 2; (e) Correlation on the impurity site 1 (〈n1↑n1↓〉 − 〈n1↑〉〈n1↓〉); (f) Correlation on
the impurity site 2 (〈n2↑n2↓〉 − 〈n2↑〉〈n2↓〉). Note that in Figs. (e-f), the depth of the correlation
single well is about 0.2, which is three times bigger than that for td = 0.2 case (which was plotted
in Fig. 9). For this data set, CI(N-1,N+1) vastly outperforms CI(N-1,N-1).
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2 Vary ∆d (keeping td = 0.2)
So far, within this manuscript, we have always insisted that the two sites have the same
energy (d1 = d2 = d). At this point, we will break this assumption as another means of
testing the quality of the CI approaches above. Let ∆d ≡ d2− d1. In Fig. 11, for different
∆d (ranging from ∆d/td = −1 to ∆d/td = 1), we plot population results as a function of
d over a range so that the total number of electrons on the two impurities changes from 4
to 3 to 2. Our focus here will be on the first electron transfer process (i.e. the drop between
the first two plateaus farthest on the left). Here, we see that when one electron is transferred
from the molecule to the metal, this transfer occurs at different values of d (depending on
∆d). If we define ∆n1,∆n2 to be the number of electrons extracted from the impurity site
1 and the site 2 (respectively) at the first plateau, we must obviously have ∆n1 + ∆n2 = 1.
As we can see from Fig. 11, when ∆d decreases, ∆n1 increases and ∆n2 decreases. In other
words, the impurity site with a higher ionization energy will lose more electronic density
during the first electron transfer process.
Three simple limits can be identified here:
1. When ∆d = 0, ∆n1 = ∆n2 = 0.5.
2. When ∆d  |td|, ∆n1 → 0,∆n2 → 1.
3. When ∆d  −|td|, ∆n1 → 1,∆n2 → 0.
Note that there is an asymmetry to the electron transfer process described above. In our
model, only the impurity site 1 is coupled directly to the metal so that, if the energy levels
of the site 1 and the site 2 are not resonant, the site 2 is coupled to the metal only indirectly
and that indirect hybridization coupling (i.e. a superexchange matrix element) will be very
small. Thus, within scenario (2) above, when the energy of the impurity site 2 is far higher
in energy than the site 1 (so that the first electron will be extracted from the site 2 and
not the site 1), the change in the impurity population on the site 2 as a function of d will
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(a)
(a)b
Figure 11: CI(N-1,N+1) (blue solid line) and NRG (black solid line) results for impurity popu-
lation on (a) the impurity site 1 and (b) the impurity site 2 as a function of impurity energy d
for different ∆d with td = 0.2. Here we define: ∆d ≡ d2 − d1. The relative energy difference
between two impurity sites ∆d ranges from −0.2 to 0.2. ∆n1 and ∆n2 represent the longitudinal
distance of the first plateau and the second plateau for the impurity site 1 and the impurity site 2,
respectively. Note that CI(N-1,N+1) results match the NRG results for all different ∆d.
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look like a step function. Nevertheless, in all cases, we note that CI(N-1,N+1) remains very
accurate.
B A Picture of Electron Transfer In Terms of Orbitals
Above, we have shown that, for the case td = 0.2, CI(N-1,N-1) is applicable and can offer
a reasonably accurate level of theory in terms of impurity population; however, for the case
td = 0.02, CI(N-1,N+1) is necessary. At this point, it is worthwhile to explain the difference
between these two cases, and why two extra configurations can be so important. To do so, we
will focus on the behavior of the relevant orbitals (two occupied entangled orbitals(OEOs)
{ψh−1, ψh} and two virtual entangled orbitals(VEOs) {ψl, ψl+1}). (For a discussion of the
behavior of the relevant configurations, see the S.I.)
In Fig. 12, we plot the impurity populations (a-b) and energies (c-d) of the entangled
orbitals; in (e-f), we plot the derivative couplings between the entangled orbitals, which
highlights how these orbitals change as a function of energy d (or really as a function of
some abstract nuclear coordinate).
We begin with the td = 0.2 case and we focus on how electrons move from the impurity
to the bath in the region d ∈ [−0.31,−0.24]. In this region, according to Fig. 12c, there is a
crossing between the HOMO and the LUMO; and according to Fig. 12a, one can ascertain
that one of these orbitals is localized on the impurity, one is delocalized in the bath, so that
their crossing carries the information about charge transfer (when the impurity moves from
a charge state of -4 to -2). For this reason, one would predict that the adiabatic ground state
should be compose of primarily {|ΦHF〉 ,
∣∣Slh〉 , ∣∣∣Φllhh〉} and a CAS (2,2) calculation should be
able to offer a meaningful correction to the HF solution.
Notice, however, that the HOMO-1 and the LUMO+1 orbitals do not cross with any
other orbitals in this energy window: one can see that the HOMO-1 crosses with the HOMO
at d = 0.02 (and the LUMO+1 crosses with the LUMO at d = −0.1), and these d values
are well within the plateau region where the impurity has a relatively constant charge of -2.
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Total number of electrons:               
4   3                           2                             1   0                                4            3             2              1           0
𝐭𝐝 = 𝟎. 𝟐 𝐭𝐝 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐
Figure 12: (a-b) Impurity population of occupied entangled orbitals(OEOs) and virtual entangled
orbitals(VEOs) for (a) td = 0.2 and (b) td = 0.02. (c-d) Orbital energies of OEOs and VEOs for (c)
td = 0.2 and (d) td = 0.02. (e-f) Derivative couplings between OEOs and VEOs (e) td = 0.2 and
(f) td = 0.02. Note that HOMO-1/LUMO+1 mixing remains zero for all d, so we don’t include
the configuration
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
h−1h−1
〉
into the calculation.
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Quantitatively, from Fig. 12e, we notice that the derivative couplings between the LUMO
and the LUMO+1 is centered at d = −0.1 and is well separated from the center of the
derivative couplings between the HOMO and the LUMO (which is centered at d = −0.25).
Apparently, for this value of td, the HOMO-1 and the LUMO+1 do not play a very large role
in modulating the charge transfer between the HOMO and the LUMO and predicting impu-
rity populations. Nevertheless, the mixing of HOMO-1/HOMO and LUMO+1/LUMO does
explain why the configurations {
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
hh
〉
,
∣∣∣Φll
h−1h−1
〉
} are necessary to describe electron-
electron correlation quantitatively, as shown in Fig. 9(e-f).
Next, we turn to the case td = 0.02. For this case, the impurity changes charge from
-4 to -2 over the region d ∈ [−0.15,−0.08]. Within this range, according to Figs. 12(b,d),
we now find two crossings: one crossing between the HOMO and the LUMO (similar the
case of td = 0.2) and another crossing between the HOMO-1 and the HOMO (which is not
similar the case of td = 0.2). Moreover, unlike the td = 0.2 case, the HOMO-1 is not always
localized to the impurity. Thus, both the HOMO and the HOMO-1 will contribute to the
total two-electron transfer (one electron transferred in each step). This point is made even
clearer when we look at the derivative couplings in Fig. 12f. Here, we find that the derivative
coupling between the HOMO and the HOMO-1 overlaps with the derivative coupling between
the HOMO and the LUMO, highlighting the fact that one cannot fully separate the charge
transfer event (−3 → −2) into two individual orbitals. For this reason, it is not surprising
that, in order to obtain an accurate description of charge transfer, we must include the
configurations:
∣∣∣Φl+1l+1
hh
〉
and
∣∣∣Φll
h−1h−1
〉
.
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V Conclusion and Future Directions
In conclusion, we have studied the two-site Anderson impurity model problem represent-
ing a multi-electronic molecule sitting near a metal surface. After comparing the impurity
population results for different CI methods, we find that CI(N-1,N-1) and CI(N-1,N+1) re-
sults match with the exact NRG results very well. Moreover, as far as the total energy is
concerned, CI(N-1,N-1) (which is a relatively small CI matrix) often recovers more correla-
tion energy than does CI(Nov,1) (which is a relatively large CI matrix) this statement holds
rigorously in the plateau region where the impurities have 3 electrons. This finding highlights
the importance of corrections from doubly excited configurations. Another key conclusion is
that CI(N-1,N-1) and CI(N-1,N+1) will differ strongly in the small limit of td = 0.02, where
an open shell singlet can appear with 2 electrons on the impurities. In this limit, only CI(N-
1,N+1) recovers correlation effects on the impurity population very well; furthermore, the
method works in a robust fashion for all regimes tested so far (in terms of the intramolecular
coupling strength td and the on-site energy difference between the impurity site 2 and the
impurity site 1 ∆d ≡ d2 − d1). Clearly, when describing electron-electron interactions for
a molecule on a metal surface, accurate approximations are possible (though we still need
to learn more about which approximation to choose and when).
Now, considering the minimal cost of a CAS(2,2) calculation and the moderate cost of
a small CI calculation, combined with the possibility for quite reasonable accuracy when
describing an impurity, the next step is to apply the present study within an ab initio
DFT framework. Given that DFT can account reasonably well for dynamic correlation, one
would hope that combining DFT with configuration interaction methods should describe
both dynamical correlation and static correlation. Indeed, modern density functional theory
is making progress as far as calculating excited state properties using the Jacob’s ladder of
DFT (LSD, GGA, meta-GGA, hyper-GGA and generalized RPA).69 Thus, in the end, if DFT
can be successfully merged with CI methods at a metal-molecule interface in a stable and
efficient manner (and retain accuracy), there is the exciting possibility of simulating adiabatic
35
and non-adiabatic chemical reaction processes near metal surfaces, including charge transfer
processes, bond making processes and bond breaking processes.
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